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Personal best Present simple and present continuous,Appearance, Personality p4 Incredible

ReadingVocabulary Grammar

Synonyms and partial teenagers p5 Adverbs of frequency p6
synonyms p7 State and action verbs p8

Travelogue 
p12

Transport and travel, 
Accommodation p12 
Phrasal verbs connected 
with travel p15

The Expedition 
1,000 project 
p13

Past simple, past continuous and past perfect
p14
used to and would p16

City to city 
p22

Feed your 
mind 
p30

Lifelong 
learning 
p40

Pure science 
p48

Play on! 
p58

Smart art 
p66

Gateway to exams: Units 1 -2 p20

Cities and houses, 
Adjectives describing cities 
p22
Extreme adjectives p25

Food and meals, 
Describing food p30 
Prefixes p33

The city of the 
future p23

Ugly or just not 
quite perfect?
p31

Present perfect simple and past simple, 
ever, never, for, since, just, already, yet p24
Present perfect continuous p26

will, be going to, present continuous and 
present simple for future p32
Future continuous and future perfect p34

Gateway to exams: Units 3-4 p38

School and university 
subjects p40
Noun suffixes p43

Everyday inventions, 
Operating technology p48 
Prepositional phrases with 
adjectives p51

Floating schools: 
The answer to 
floods p41

Velcro: A simple 
but useful 
invention p49

Modal verbs of obligation, prohibition, advice 
and permission p42
Zero, first and second conditionals p44

The passive p50 
have something done, 
Gerunds and infinitives p52

Gateway to exams: Units 5-6 p56

Sports, sport venues and 
sports equipment p58 
Phrasal verbs connected 
with sport p61

Art, theatre, music p66 
Adjectives ending in -ing 
and -ed p69

The world's 
coolest marathon
p59

Tiny art p67

Defining relative clauses p60
Non-defining relative clauses p62

Reported speech - statements p68
Reported speech - questions and commands 
p70

4/ Gateway to exams: Units 7-8 p74

Future leaders 
p76

The material 
world

Nations, State and politics 
p76
Adjective suffixes p79

Shops, Shopping p84
Collocations with money

The mystery of 
the Princes in the 
Tower p77

Teenage 
shopping habits 
p85

Modal verbs of speculation and deduction - 
present and past p78
Third conditional p80

Indeterminate pronouns some-, any-, no-, 
every-, so and such p86 
/ wish and if only p88

Gateway to exams: Units 9-10 p92

tudy skills p94



Grammar: Taking active responsibility for 
your own learning p8

Handwriting analysis p7 Using question tags p9 An informal email p10 Grammar: Grammatical structures p6

Listening Study skills

Travelling to work in 
Colombia p15

Buying a ticket p17 A blog about a holiday Reading: Prediction p13
Speaking: Everyday expressions p17

Describing photos - 1 
p27

A description of a city
p28

Vocabulary: Learning new words p22
Writing: Writing a text in English p28

Studying in Edinburgh 
p25

Reducing our 
consumption of meat 
p33

Asking for, responding 
to and giving opinions 
p35

An email invitation p36 Grammar: Knowing which structure to
use p32
Vocabulary: Prefixes and suffixes p33

Qualities required for 
a job p43

Arguments for and 
against leaving school 
early p45

A formal letter 
of application p46

Reading: General and specific 
information p41
Speaking: Spoken and written language 
p45

Drones p51 Comparing and A for-and-against essay Speaking: Accuracy and fluency p53
contrasting photos p53 p54 Writing: Paragraphs p54

Two unusual sports p61 An article about 
balancing video 
gaming and life p64

Grammar: Learning from your mistakes 
p62
Pronunciation: The importance of word 
stress p63

Agreeing and 
disagreeing p63

The Recycled Orchestra A story about a trip to 
p69 the theatre p71

A film review p72 Reading: Deducing the meaning of new 
words p67
Listening: Staying calm and positive p69

Tutankhamun's tomb 
p79

Describing photos - 2 A story p82
p81

Vocabulary: Remembering words p76
Speaking: Thinking of what to say p81

Teenage money 
problems p87

Conversation in a shop A formal email of
p89 complaint p90

Reflecting and forward planning p84
Writing: Improving your writing p90


